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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In some scenarios, an anonymous account can be used for authentication. What are the correct descriptions of the following options for

the anonymous account?? (Multiple choice)

Options: 
A- The use of anonymous accounts for authentication is based on the premise of trusting the other party, and the authentication agency

does not need the other party to provide identity information to provide services to the other party.

B- Agile Controller-Campus Need to be manually created'~anonymous'account number.

C- By default, the access control and policy of anonymous accounts cannot be performed. 1 Operations such as invoking patch

templates and software distribution.

D- Administrators cannot delete anonymous accounts'~anonymous*.

Answer: 
A, D

Question 2



Question Type: MultipleChoice

The relationship between user groups and accounts in user management is stored in a tree on the Agile Controller-Campus. An account

belongs to only one user group.

Consistent with the corporate organizational structure: If the OU (OnizbonUnit) structure stored in the AD/LDAP server is consistent with

the corporate organizational structure, users are stored Under 0OU, when the Agile Controller-Campus synchronizes AD/LDAP server

accounts, which synchronization method can be used?

Options: 
A- Press '0U' to synchronize

B- AO Synchronize by 'group', '0U describes the organizational structure

C- AO Press 'Group' 'Synchronize,' 'Group' Jida organization structure

D- LDAP synchronization by 'group'

Answer: 
A

Question 3



Question Type: MultipleChoice

If you are deploying BYOD When the system is installed, use a stand-alone installation SM, Dual-machine installation SC, Stand-alone

hardware deployment AE,Which of the following descriptions are correct? (Multiple choice)

Options: 
A- AE Server priority use)SC server.

B- Install AE When the server, you need to configure the main and standby SC Server IP address.

C- If the Lord SC After the server fails,AE The server will use the backup SC server.

D- host SC After the server is restored,AE Server will not switch back to master SC The server handles the business.

Answer: 
B, C

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Regarding the file source set in the software management, which of the following descriptions is correct?



Options: 
A- When the file source is an internal data source, when distributing software, the business manager will only send the path of the data

source of the software to be distributed to Any Office

B- When the file source is an external data source, Any 0fce will obtain the software to be distributed.

C- External data sources cannot distribute files from FTP-type file servers.

D- The Microsoft Windows file sharing server uses the UNC (Universal Naming Conversion) path (beginning with '\\') to provide waiting.

The path to distribute the software.

Answer: 
D

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Guest management is Agile Controller-Campus Important function of, regarding visitor management, which of the following statements

are correct? (Multiple choice)



Options: 
A- Visitors can use their mobile phone number to quickly register an account

B- The administrator can assign different permissions to each visitor

C- Reception staff cannot create guest accounts

D- There is a violation of the guest account, and the administrator cannot retrospectively

Answer: 
A, B

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Regarding MAC authentication and MAC bypass authentication, which of the following descriptions are correct? (multiple choice)

Options: 
A- The biggest difference between the two is MAC Bypass authentication belongs to 802 1X Certification, while MAC Certification does

not belong to 802 1X Certification.



B- If a network can connect to dumb terminals(printer,IP telephone), The text may be connected to a portable computer, please use

MAC Bypass authentication:First try 802 1X Authentication, try again if authentication fails MAC Certification

C- If a network will only connect to dumb terminals(printer,IP telephone),please use MAC Certification in order to shorten the certification

time.

D- MAC Authentication MAC One more bypass authentication 802 In the instrument certification process, the open time is longer than

MAC The bypass authentication time is long.

Answer: 
A, B, C

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Regarding asset management, which of the following descriptions is wrong?

Options: 
A- Asset management can register assets automatically or manually.



B- Enable the automatic asset registration mode, the asset registration process does not require end users to participate.

C- Automatic registration of assets is suitable for situations where the asset number is automatically maintained by the business

manager.

D- Manually registering assets means that the administrator I Way to create an asset record on the business manager, and put the asset

number in Any Office Enter it to complete the asset registration

process.

Answer: 
D

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A policy template is a collection of several policies. In order to audit the security status of different terminal hosts and the behavior of end

users, the administrator needs to customize.

The same policy template is used to protect and manage terminal hosts. Regarding the policy template, which of the following option

descriptions are correct? (multiple choice)



Options: 
A- When configuring the policy template, you can inherit the parent template and modify the parent template policy

B- Only the strategy in the strategy template can be used, and the administrator cannot customize the strategy.

C- You can assign a policy template to a certain network segment.

D- If different policy templates are applied to departments and accounts, the policy template assigned to the highest priority will take

effect. The priority relationship of the number is: account>department

Answer: 
C, D

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Agile Controller-Campus The system architecture belongs to C/S Architecture.

Options: 
A- right



B- wrong

Answer: 
B
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